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ABSTRACT
Understanding the run-time behavior of concurrent programs is
a challenging task. A popular approach is to establish a happens-
before relation via vector clocks. Thus, we can identify bugs and
performance bottlenecks, for example, by checking if two conflict-
ing events may happen concurrently.We employ a two-phasemethod
to derive vector clock information for a wide range of concurrency
features that includes all of the message-passing features in Go.
The first phase (instrumentation and tracing) yields a run-time
trace that records all events related to message-passing concur-
rency that took place. The second phase (trace replay) is carried out
offline and replays the recorded traces to infer vector clock infor-
mation. Trace replay operates on thread-local traces. Thus, we can
observe behavior that might result from some alternative schedule.
Our approach is not tied to any specific language. We have built a
prototype for the Go programming language and provide empiri-
cal evidence of the usefulness of our method.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The analysis of concurrent programs is an important but due to the
high degree of non-determinism a notoriously difficult problem.
We consider here programs that make use of message-passing in
the style of Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) [14]. In our
implementation, we support the Go programming language [12]
but our approach also applies to languages with similar message-
passing features such as Concurrent ML (CML) [27]. Our focus is
on the dynamic analysis (a.k.a. testing) of Go where we assume
that the program is executed for a fixed number of steps. Specifi-
cally, we consider the challenge of given a precise explanation of
the interplay among message-passing events that take place for a
single execution run.
Consider the following program where we adopt Go-style nota-
tion for message-passing.
spawn { x <- 1 }; // M1
spawn { <-x }; // M2
<-x; // M3
We assume that x is some unbuffered channel. We write x <- 1
to send value 1 via channel x and write <-x to receive some value
via x. The actual values sent/received do not matter here.
We consider a program run where location M3 receives a value
from M1. The receive at location M2 is blocked but from the user
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perspective the program terminates without showing any abnor-
mal behavior. In Go, once the main thread terminates, all remain-
ing threads are terminated as well. Our analysis is able to feed-
back to the user that M2 could have also received a value from M1
(which then would result in a deadlock). Supposewe encounter the
deadlock. That is, M2 receives from M1. For such deadlocking sit-
uation, the Go run-time reports for each blocked thread the event
that is responsible for the blockage. Our analysis provides more de-
tails and feedbacks to the user that M3 is blocked (the main thread)
but could possibly communicate via M1.
In the following example, we make use of Go’s ability to close a
channel. Any subsequent receive on a closed channel never blocks
and obtains a default value. However, any subsequent send fails
and yields a run-time exception.
spawn { x <- 1 }; // M1
spawn { close(x) }; // M2
<-x; // M3
Assuming thread M2 executes followed by M3. From the user per-
spective, the program terminates without any abnormal behavior.
Recall that once the main thread terminates, all remaining threads
such as M1 terminate as well. Our analysis feedbacks to the user
that there might be a different schedule where a send on a closed
channel may occur.
In our final example, we consider Go’s select statement which
corresponds to non-deterministic choice.
spawn { x <- 1; // M1
y <- 1 }; // M2
select {
case <-x: // M3
case <-y: // M4
}
The select statement blocks if neither of the cases is available,
i.e. can communicate with some concurrent event. If both cases are
available, one of the cases is chosen based on a pseudo-random or-
der to ensure fairness. For our example, case M4 never applies. The
user may wonder why this is so. Our analysis feedbacks to the user
that (for this specific execution run), any potential communication
partner of M4 always happens after a communication of M3 took
place.
Besides assisting the user in narrowing down the source of a
bug, our analysis can also identify performance bottlenecks. For
example, consider the case of a (too slow) receiving thread that
needs to negotiate with a high number of sending parties. A spe-
cific instance of this analysis case can be used for lock contention.
We do not support the concept of a mutex in our formal treatment.
However, it is well known that a mutex effectively corresponds to a
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buffered channel of size one where send equals to lock and receive
equals to unlock.
To provide the above feedback to the user, we infer the depen-
dencies among concurrent events. This is achieved by establishing
a happens-before relation [20] where the happens-before relation
is derived via vector clocks [8, 23]. Earlier work by Fidge [7] and
Mattern [23] shows how to compute vector clocks in the message-
passing setting. We improve on these results as follows. First, we
also cover buffered channels of a fixed size. Second, we introduce
a novel form of a pre vector clock annotation to analyze events
that lack a communication partner. That is, events that could not
commit such as M2 in our first example above.
A novel aspect of our work is a two-phase method to derive
vector clocks. The first phase consists of a light-weight instrumen-
tation of the program that can be carried out via a simple pre-
processing step. The inference of vector clock information hap-
pens in a subsequent (off-line) phase. Events are not recorded in
a global trace as they actually took place. Rather, we record events
on a per-thread basis. Hence, tracing requires little synchroniza-
tion and therefore incurs only a low run-time overhead.
Almost no extra synchronization for tracing purposes among
threads is required. To guarantee that we derive vector clock infor-
mation that corresponds to an actual program run, a receive event
obtains the thread id and program counter from the sending party.
This is the only extra intra-thread information required to properly
match a receive event to its corresponding send event.
In summary, our contributions are:
• Based on a simple instrumentation method to obtain thread-
local run-time traces of recorded events (Section 2), we give
a precise account of how to derive vector clock information
for a wide range of message-passing features (Section 3).
• Wediscuss several analysis scenarios where the vector clock
information inferred proves to be useful (Section 4). The sce-
narios comprise detection of performance bottlenecks and
potential bugs as well as recovery from a bug.
• Wehave built a prototype for theGo programming language [12]
and provide experiments that include real-world examples
where we discuss the effectiveness of ourmethod (Section 5).
Related work is discussed in Section 6. We conclude in Section 7.
Further details can be found in the Appendix.
2 INSTRUMENTATION AND TRACING
We assume a simplified language to cover the main concurrency
features of Go. See Figure 1. Expressions include pairs (anonymous
struct). Notation for send and receive follows Go syntax. Receive
is always tied to an assignment statement where we write := to
denote assignment. Type declarations of variables are omitted for
brevity. A buffered channel x of size i > 0 is introduced via x :=
make(chan i). For i = 0, we refer to x as an unbuffered channel.
Commands to spawn a new thread and close a channel we have
seen already.
Go supports non-deterministic choice via selectwhere the to be
selected cases are represented in a list. For example,
select [x ← b ⇒ . . . ,y :=← z ⇒ . . . ] (SEL)
denotes a command that either sends a value via channel x or re-
ceive a value from channel z. We also support select with a de-
fault case. We assume that a single send/receive statement is rep-
resented by a select statement with a single case. We ignore locks
as their treatment exactly corresponds to buffered channels of size
one.
A program is represented as a list of commands.We followHaskell
style syntax and write c : p to denote a non-empty list with head c
and tail p. We write ++ to denote list concatenation.
Programs are instrumented to record the events that took place
when executing the program. Events are recorded on a per thread
basis. Hence, we obtain a list of (thread-local) traces where each
trace is connected to a thread. We write [1♯T1, . . . ,n♯Tn ] to denote
the list of recorded traces attached with their thread id. The syntax
of traces and events we use is as follows.
Definition 2.1 (Run-Time Traces and Events).
U ,V ::= [] | i♯T : U Thread-local traces
T ::= [] | t : T Trace
t ::= signal(i) | wait(i) Events
| pre(as) | post(i, i,x!) | post(i, i,x?)
| close(x) | post(default)
a,b ::= x! | x? | default
as ::= [] | a : as
The purpose of each event becomes clear when considering the
instrumentation of programs.
Figure 2 formalizes the instrumentation of programs which can
be carried out via a simple pre-processor. For each thread, we as-
sume a thread-local variable xtid that stores the events that take
place in this thread. In turn, we discuss the various instrumenta-
tion cases.
As we support dynamic thread creation, there might be depen-
dencies among threads when it comes to tracing. For example, con-
sider the following program snippet.
[. . . , spawn [. . . ]].
Our instrumentation yields
[. . . ,x1 := x1 ++[signal(1)], spawn [x2 := [wait(1)], . . . ]].
Variable x1 logs the events of the main thread, and variable x2 the
events in the newly spawned thread. Events in x2 are only pro-
cessed once the wait event is matched against its corresponding
signal event. Thus, we ensure that events logged in a newly created
thread happen after the events that took place in the thread that
issued the spawn command. In the instrumentation, we assume a
shared variable cnt where the primitive atomicInc(cnt) atomically
increments this variable and returns the updated value.
In Go it is possible to close a channel which means that any
subsequent send on that channel yields an error but any receive
succeeds by retrieving a dummy value. We support this feature by
recording close(x).
We support unbuffered as well as buffered channels of a fixed
size. For operations on buffered channels, we also need to record
the buffer size. This can be easily done in the instrumentation but
is left out for brevity.
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x,y, . . . Variables, Channel Names
i, j, . . . Integers
b ::= x | i | fst(b) | snd(b) | (b,b) Expressions
e, f ::= x ← b | y :=← x Receive/Transmit
c ::= y := z | y := make(chan i) | close(x) | spawn p Commands
| select [ei ⇒ pi ]i ∈I | select [ei ⇒ pi | p]i ∈I
p,q, r ::= [] | c : p Program
Figure 1: Programs
instr([]) = []
instr(c : p) = instr(c) : instr(p)
instr(y := z) = [y := z]
instr(spawn p) = [i := atomicInc(cnt), xtid := xtid ++ [signal(i)],
spawn ([xtid := [wait(i)]] ++ instr(p))]
instr(close(x)) = [close(x)] ++ [xtid := xtid ++[close(x)]]
instr(y := make(chan i)) = [y := make(chan i)]
instr(select [ei ⇒ pi ]i ∈{1, ...,n }) = [xtid := xtid ++ [pre([retr(e1), . . . , retr(en)])],
select [instr(ei ⇒ pi )]i ∈{1, ...,n }]
instr(select [ei ⇒ pi |p]i ∈{1, ...,n }) = [xtid := xtid ++ [pre([retr(e1), . . . , retr(en), default])],
select [instr(ei ⇒ pi )|[xtid := xtid ++[post(default)]] ++ instr(p)]i ∈{1, ...,n }]
instr(x ← b ⇒ p) = x ← ((tid, pc),b) ⇒ (xtid := xtid ++ [post(tid, pc, x!)]) ++ instr(p)
instr(y :=← x ⇒ p) = y′ :=← x ⇒ [xtid := xtid ++ [post(fst(fst(y
′)), snd(fst(y′)), x?)]],
y := snd(y′)] ++ instr(p)
retr(x ← b) = x! retr(y =← x) = x?
Figure 2: Instrumentation
In case of channel operations send and receive, we use (post)
events post(i, i,x!) and post(i, i,x?) to represent committed opera-
tions. That is, sends and receives that actually tookplace. To uniquely
connect a sender to its corresponding receiver, the sender trans-
mits its thread id and program counter to the receiver.
Consider instrumentation case instr(x ← b ⇒ p) that deals
with the send operation. We assume a primitive tid to compute
the thread id and a primitive pc to compute the thread-local pro-
gram counter. Both values are additionally transmitted to the re-
ceiver. We assume common tuple notation. Instead of b we trans-
mit ((tid, pc),b) and store the event post(tid, pc, x!). For simplic-
ity, we assume that both calls to pc yield the same value. In an
actual implementation, we would need to store the current pro-
gram counter and then transmit the stored value as well as record
the value in the post event. Further note that events are stored
in thread-local traces. Hence, in an implementation we could save
space and drop the tid component for committed send operations.
Here, we keep the tid component to have a uniform presentation
for send and receive.
At the receiving site, see case instr(y :=← x ⇒ p), we assume
primitives fst and snd to access the respective components of the
received value. The receiver stores post(fst(fst(y′)), snd(fst(y′)), x?)
to record the sender’s thread id and program counter.
In addition to committed events we also keep track of events
that could possibly commit. This can applies to not chosen cases
in a select statements. We make use of pre events to represent such
cases. For the earlier select example (SEL), we record both possibil-
ities via the event pre([x!,z?]). A select statement may include a
default case. We represent this variant by including default in the
list of pre event. If the default case is chosen, we store the event
post(default).
The program’s dynamic behavior is captured by the trace ob-
tained from running the instrumented program. By replaying the
trace we can infer for each event a vector clock. This is what we
will discuss next.
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3 VECTOR CLOCKS
The goal is to annotate events with vector clock information. For
this purpose, we replay the set of recorded run-time traces Ti to
derive a global trace E of vector clock annotated events. The syntax
is as follows.
Definition 3.1 (Vector Clock Annotated Events).
cs ::= • | [] | n : cs Vector clock
e ::= csi♯x!cs Annotated Events
| csi♯x?cs
| i♯close(x)cs |cs i♯defaultcs
E ::= [] | e : E
For convenience, we represent a vector clock as a list of clocks
where the first position belongs to thread 1 etc.We include • to deal
with events that did not commit. More on this shortly. We write 0
to denote the initial vector clockwhere all entries (time stamps) are
set to 0. We write cs[i] to retrieve the i-th component in cs . We de-
fine cs1 > cs2 if for each position i we have that cs1[i] > cs2[i]. We
write inc(i, cs) to denote the vector clock obtained from cs where
all elements are the same but at index i the element is incremented
by one.We writemax(cs1, cs2) to denote the vector clock where we
per-index take the greater element. We write i to denote the vec-
tor clock inc(i, 0), i.e. all entries are zero except position i which is
equal to one. We write ics to denote thread i with vector clock cs .
We write cs1i♯x!cs2 to denote a send operation via channel x
in thread i . We infer two vector clock annotations cs1 and cs2 for
the following reason. In the (run-time) traceT , we record for each
channel operation a pre event (communication about to happen)
and a post event (communication has happened). Vector clock cs1
corresponds to the pre event and cs2 to the post event.
We write cs1i♯x?cs2 to denote a vector clock annotated receive
event in thread i . As in case of send, cs1 represents the vector clock
of the pre event and cs2 the vector clock of the post event.
We write cs1i♯defaultcs2 to denote a vector clock annotated de-
fault event connected to a select statement. Like in case of send
and receive, we find pre and post vector clock annotations. We
will argue later that having the vector clock information for the
pre event can have significant advantages for the analysis. In fact,
as we support selective communication, the post vector clock for
not selected cases may be absent. We introduce the following no-
tation.
Definition 3.2 (Not Selected Events). We write csi♯a• to denote
an event a from thread i with pre vector clock cs where the post
vector clock is absent. For a = x!, cs ♯a• is a short-hand for cs i♯x!•.
For a = x?, cs i♯a• is a short-hand for csi♯x?• . For a = default,
cs i♯a• is a short-hand for cs i♯default•.
We write i♯close(x)cs to denote a vector clock annotated close
event on channel x in thread i where cs is the post vector clock.
There is no pre vector clock as close operations never block.
Figure 3 defines to trace replay rules to infer vector clock infor-
mation. Replay rules effectively resemble operational rewrite rules
to describe the semantics of a concurrent program. We introduce a
rewrite relation (Q | U )
E
=⇒ (Q | U ) among configurations (Q | U )
to derive E. Component U corresponds to the list of thread-local
run-time traces. Recall Definition 2.1. ComponentQ keeps track of
the list of buffered channels and their current state. Its definition
is as follows.
Definition 3.3 (Buffered Channels).
P ,Q ::= [] | xn♯B : Q
B ::= [] | post(i, i,x!)cs : B | ⊥cs : B
We assume that in xn ♯B, x refers to the channel name and n to
the buffer size. Buffer size information can be obtained during run-
time tracing but we omitted this detail in the formalization of the
instrumentation. B denotes the buffer. Initially, we assume that all
buffer slots are empty and filled with⊥[0, ...,0] where [0, . . . , 0] rep-
resents the initial vector clock.WewriteB = B ′ ++[⊥cs1 , . . . ,⊥csm ]
to denote a buffer where all slots in B ′ are occupied.
We have now everything in place to discuss the trace replay
rules.
3.1 Shuffling and Collection
In our tracing scheme, we do not impose a global order among
events. Events are stored in thread-local traces. This allows us to
explore alternative schedules by suitably rearranging (shuffle) the
list of buffered channels and thread-local traces. In terms of the
replay rules, we therefore find rule (Shuffle). Via rule (Closure) we
simply combine several elementary rewriting steps.
The next set of rules assume that channels and traces are suit-
ably shuffled as these rules only inspect the leading buffer and the
two leading traces.
3.2 Intra Thread Dependencies
Rule (Signal/Wait) ensures that a thread’s trace is only processed
once the events stored in that trace can actually take place. See the
earlier example in Section 2.
3.3 Unbuffered Channels
Rule (Sync) processes send/receive communications via some un-
buffered channel. For convenience, we assume that primitive events
in the list pre(as) can be suitably rearranged. We check for two
thread-local traces where a send and receive took place and the
send and receive are a matching pair. That is, in the actual program
run, the receiver obtained the value from this sender. A matching
pair is identified by comparing the recorded thread id and program
counter of the sender. See post events post(i1, j,x!) and post(i1, j, x?).
Our (re)construction of vector clocks follows the method devel-
oped by Fidge and Mattern. We increment the time stamps of the
threads involved and exchange vector clocks. To indicate that a
synchronization between two concurrent events took place, we
build the maximum. Our novel idea is to infer pre vector clocks.
Thus, we can detect (a) alternative communications, and (b) events
not chosen within a select statement. Recall the notation intro-
duced in Definition 3.2. For brevity, we ignore the formal treat-
ment of (c) orphan events. That is, events with a singleton list of
pre events that lack a post event. We can treat such events like case
(b) by including a dummy post event.
Here is an example to illustrate (a).
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(Q | U )
E
=⇒ (Q | U )
(Shuffle)
π permutation on {1, . . . ,k} ρ permutation on {1, . . . ,m}
([x1
n1♯B1, . . . ,xk
nk ♯Bk ] | [1♯T1, . . . ,m♯Tm ])
=⇒
([xpi (1)
npi (1) ♯Bpi (1), . . . ,xpi (k)
npi (k ) ♯Bpi (k)] | [ρ(1)♯Tρ (1), . . . , ρ(m)♯Tρ (m)])
(Closure)
(Q1 | U1)
E1
==⇒ (Q2 | U2) (Q2 | U2)
E2
==⇒ (Q3 | U3)
(Q1 | U1)
E1 ++ E2
=======⇒ (Q3 | U3)
(Signal/Wait)
T1 = signal(i) : T
′
1 T2 = wait(i) : T
′
2
(Q | i
cs1
1 ♯T1 : i
cs2
2 ♯T2 : U )
[]
=⇒ (Q | i
inc(i1,cs1)
1 ♯T
′
1 : i
inc(i2,cs1)
2 ♯T
′
2 : U )
(Sync)
T1 = pre([a1, . . . ,an , x!]) : post(i1, j,x!) : T
′
1
T2 = pre([b1, . . . ,bm ,x?]) : post(i1, j,x?) : T
′
2
cs = max(inc(i1, cs1), inc(i2, cs2))
E1 = [
cs1i1♯x!
cs ,cs2 i2♯x?
cs ]
E2 = [
cs1i1♯a
•
1 , . . . ,
cs1 i1♯a
•
n ,
cs2 i2♯b
•
1 , . . . ,
cs2 i2♯b
•
m ]
(Q | i
cs1
1 ♯T1 : i
cs2
2 ♯T2 : U )
E1 ++E2
======⇒ (Q | ics1 ♯T
′
1 : i
cs
2 ♯T
′
2 : U )
(Send)
B = B ′ ++[⊥cs1 , . . . ,⊥csm ] cs ′′ = max(inc(i, cs), cs1)
B ′′ = B ′ ++[post(i, j,x!)cs
′′
,⊥cs2 , . . .⊥csm ]
E = [cs i♯x!cs
′′
] ++[cs i♯a•1, . . . ,
cs i♯a•n]
(xk ♯B : Q | (ics ♯pre([a1, . . . ,an ,x!) : post(i, j,x!) : T ) : U )
E
=⇒ (xk ♯B ′′ : Q | ics
′′
♯T : U )
(Receive)
B = post(i1, j, x!)
cs ′ : B ′
cs ′′ = max(inc(i1, cs), cs
′)
E = [cs i2♯x?
cs ′′] ++[cs i2♯a
•
1 , . . . ,
cs i2♯a
•
n]
(xk ♯B : Q | ics2 ♯pre([a1, . . . ,an ,x?]) : post(i1, j, x?) : T : U )
E
=⇒ (xk ♯B ′ ++[⊥cs
′′
] : Q | ics
′′
2 ♯T : U )
(Receive-Closed)
cs ′ = inc(i, cs)
T = pre([. . . , x?, . . . ]) : post(∞,∞,x?) : T ′
(Q | ics2 ♯T : U )
[cs i2♯x?
cs′]
==========⇒ (Q | ics
′
2 ♯T
′ : U )
(Close)
cs ′ = inc(i, cs)
(Q | ics ♯(close(x) : L) : U )
[i ♯close(x )cs
′
]
===========⇒ (Q | ics
′
♯L : U )
(Default)
cs ′ = inc(i, cs)
T = pre([. . . ]) : post(default) : T ′
(Q | ics♯T : U )
[cs i ♯defaultcs
′
]
=============⇒ (Q | ics
′
♯T ′ : U )
Figure 3: Trace Replay
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Example 3.4. Consider the program annotated with thread id
numbers.
[x := make(chan 0),y := make(chan 0), (1)
spawn [x ← 1], (2)
spawn [← x, x ← 1], (3)
spawn [y ← 1,← x], (4)
spawn [← y] (5)
We assume a specific program run where thread 2 synchronizes
with thread 3. Thread 4 synchronizes with thread 5 and finally
thread 3 synchronizes with thread 4. Here is the resulting trace.
For presentation purposes, we write the initial vector clock behind
each thread.
[1♯[signal(2), signal(3), signal(4), signal(5)], [1, 0, 0, 0, 0]
2♯[wait(2), pre(x!), post(2, 1,x!)], [0, 1, 0, 0, 0]
3♯[wait(3), pre(x?), post(2, 1,x?), pre(x!), post(3, 2,x!)], [0, 0, 1, 0, 0]
4♯[wait(4), pre(y!), post(4, 1,y!), pre(x?), post(3, 2,x?)], [0, 0, 0, 1, 0]
5♯[wait(5), pre(y?), post(4, 1,y?)]] [0, 0, 0, 0, 1]
For example, in thread 3, in the second program step, the send
operation on channel x could commit. Hence, we find the event
post(3, 2,x!).
Trace replay proceeds as follows. We process intra-thread de-
pendencies via rule (Signal/Wait). This leads to the following in-
termediate step.
[1♯[], [5, 0, 0, 0, 0]
2♯[pre(x!), post(2, 1,x!)]], [1, 1, 0, 0, 0]
3♯[pre(x?), post(2, 1,x?), pre(x!), post(3, 2,x!)], [2, 0, 1, 0, 0]
4♯[pre(y!), post(4, 1,y!), pre(x?), post(3, 2,x?)], [3, 0, 0, 1, 0]
5♯[pre(y?), post(4, 1,y?)]] [4, 0, 0, 0, 1]
Next, we exhaustively synchronize events and attach pre/post
vector clocks. We show the final result. For presentation purposes,
instead of cs
′
i1♯x!
cs , wewrite the short form cs
′
x!cs . Thread ids are
written on the left. Events annotated with pre/post vector clocks
are written next to the thread in which they arise. We omit the
main thread (1) as there are no events recorded for this thread.
(2) [1,1,0,0,0]x![2,2,2,0,0]
(3) [2,0,1,0,0]x?[2,2,2,0,0],[2,2,2,0,0] x![4,2,3,3,2]
(4) [3,0,0,1,0]y![4,0,0,2,2], [4,0,0,2,2]x?[4,2,3,3,2]
(5) [4,0,0,0,1]y?[4,0,0,2,2]
Consider the underlined events. Both are matching events, sender
and receiver over the same channel. An alternative communica-
tion among two matching events requires both events to be con-
current to each other. In terms of vector clocks, concurrent means
that their vector clocks are incomparable.
However, based on their post vector clocks it appears that the
receive on channel x in thread 4 happens after the send in thread
2 because [2, 2, 2, 0, 0] < [4, 2, 3, 3, 2]. This shows the limitations of
post vector clocks as it is easy to see that both events represent
an alternative communication. Thanks to pre vector clocks, this
alternative communication can be detected. We find that events
are concurrent because their pre vector clocks are incomparable,
i.e. [1, 1, 0, 0, 0] ≮ [4, 0, 0, 2, 2] and [1, 1, 0, 0, 0] ≯ [4, 0, 0, 2, 2].
3.4 Buffered Channels
Neither Fidge nor Mattern cover buffered channels. We could em-
ulate buffered channels by treating each send operation as if this
operation is carried out in its own thread. However, this leads to
inaccuracies.
Example 3.5. Consider
[x := make(chan 1),
x ← 1, (1)
spawn [x ← 1], (2)
← x] (3)
Assuming an emulation of buffered channels as described above,
our analysis would report that (2) and (3) form an alternativematch.
However, in theGo semantics, bufferedmessages are queued.Hence,
for every program run the only possibility is that (1) synchronizes
with (2) and a synchronization with (3) never takes place!
We can eliminate such false positives by keeping track of (un)occupied
buffer space during trace replay. Rule (Receive) processes a receive
over some buffered channel. We check the first occupied buffer slot
where buffers are treated like queues. The enqueued send event
must match the receive event. We check for a match by compar-
ing received thread id and program counter. The receive events
pre/post vector clocks are computed as in case of rule (Sync). The
buffered send event is dequeued and we enqueue an empty buffer
slot attached with the sender’s vector clock. This is important to
establish the proper order among receivers and senders as we will
see shortly.
Consider rule (Send) where a sender synchronizes with an empty
buffer slot. Recall that notation B = B ′ ++[⊥cs1 , . . . ,⊥csm ] im-
plies that all buffer slots in B ′ are occupied. We increment the time
stamp of the thread and synchronize with the empty buffer slot
by building the maximum. The now occupied buffer slot carries
the resulting vector clock. If we would simply overwrite the buffer
slot with the sender’s vector clock, the proper order among receive
and send events may get lost.
Example 3.6. Consider
[x := make(chan 2),
spawn [← x], (1)
x ← 1,
x ← 1,
x ← 1] (2)
It is clear that for any program run the receiver at location (1) hap-
pens before the send at location (2). Suppose we encounter a pro-
gram run where the first two sends take place before the receive.
For brevity, we omit the set of local traces containing all recorded
pre/post events. Here is the program annotated with (post) vector
clock information.
[x := make(chan 2),
spawn [← x], [3, 2]
x ← 1, [3, 0]
x ← 1, [4, 0]
x ← 1] ??
Recall that themain thread (with id number 1) creates a new thread
(signal/wait events). This then leads to the first send having the
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post vector clock [3, 0] and the second send having the post vector
clock [4, 0]. At this point, the buffer contains
[post(1, _,x!)[3,0], post(1, _, x!)[4,0]].
We write _ to indicate that the program counter of the sending
thread 1 does not matter here. Then, the receive synchronizes with
the first send. Hence, we find the post vector clock [3, 2] and the
buffer has the form [post(1♯x!)[4,0],⊥[3,2]]. As there is an empty
buffer slot. The third send can proceed.
Ignoring the vector clock attached to the empty buffer slotwould
result in the (post) vector clock [5, 0] for the third send. This is
clearly wrong as then the receive and (third) send appear to be con-
current to each other. Instead, the sender synchronizes with the
vector clock of the empty buffer slot. See rule (Send). In essence,
this vector clock corresponds to the vector clock of the earlier re-
ceive. Hence, we find that the third send has the vector clock [5, 2]
and thus the receive happens before the third send.
3.5 Closed Channel
We deal with close events by simply incrementing the thread’s
timestamp. See rule (Close). A receive event on a closed channel
is distinguished from other receives by the fact that dummy val-
ues are received. We write ∞ to refer to a dummy thread id and
program counter. See rule (Receive-Closed).
3.6 Select with Default
Rule (Default) covers that case that a default branch of a select
statement has been taken.
3.7 Properties
Senders and receivers are uniquely connected based on the sender’s
thread id and program counter. Hence, any vector clock annotation
obtained via trace replay corresponds to a valid program run. How-
ever, due to our thread-local tracing scheme, trace replay rules do
not need to follow the schedule of the actual program run. It is pos-
sible to explore alternative schedules. In case of buffered channels
this may lead to different vector clock annotations. For unbuffered
channels it turns out that the behavior, i.e. vector clock annotation,
is completely deterministic regardless of the schedule. Formal de-
tails follow below.
WewriteBk to denote the initial buffer connected to some buffered
channel of size k > 0. We assume that Bk is filled with k elements
⊥0. That is, Bk = [⊥0, . . . ,⊥0].
Definition 3.7 (Deterministic Replay). Let p be a program and q
its instrumentation where for a specific program run we observe
the list [1♯T1, . . . ,n♯Tn ] of thread-local traces. Let x
k1
1 , . . . ,x
km
m be
the buffered channels appearing in p annotated with their buffer
size.
We say that trace replay
(x
k1
1 ♯B
k1 , . . . ,x
km
m ♯B
km | [10♯T1, . . . ,n
0♯Tn ])
E
=⇒
(x
k1
1 ♯B1, . . . ,x
km
m ♯Bm | [1
cs1♯T ′1 , . . . ,n
csn ♯T ′n ])
is exhaustive iff no further trace replay rules are applicable and for
all i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, each T ′i only contains pre events.
We say that trace replay is stuck iff no further trace replay rules
are applicable and for some i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, T ′i contains some post
events.
We say that the list of thread-local traces [1♯T1, . . . ,n♯Tn] en-
joys deterministic replay if for any two exhaustive trace replays
(x
k1
1 ♯B
k1 , . . . ,x
km
m ♯B
km | [10♯T1, . . . ,n
0♯Tn ])
E
=⇒
(x
k1
1 ♯B1, . . . , x
km
m ♯Bm | [1
cs1♯T ′1 , . . . ,n
csn ♯T ′n ])
and
(x
k1
1 ♯B
k1 , . . . ,x
km
m ♯B
km | [10♯T1, . . . ,n
0♯Tn ])
E′
=⇒
(x
k1
1 ♯B
′
1, . . . , x
km
m ♯B
′
m | [1
cs ′1♯T ′′1 , . . . ,n
cs ′n ♯T ′′n ])
we have that vector clocks for events at the same program location
in E and E′ are identical. In case of loops, we compare program
locations used at the same instance.
Proposition 3.8 (DeterministicReplay forUnbufferedChan-
nels). Let p be a program consisting of unbuffered channels only.
Then, any list of thread-local run-time traces obtained enjoys deter-
ministic trace replay.
Proof. Trace replay rules define a rewrite relation among con-
figurations (Q | U ). The formulation in Figure 3 assumes that the
list of run-time traces can be shuffled so that replay rules only op-
erate on the first, respectively, the first and the second element in
that list. In the following, we assume a more liberal formulation of
trace replay rules where any trace can be picked to apply a rule.
Both formulations are equivalent and hence enjoy the same prop-
erties. But the the more liberal formulation allows us to drop rules
(Shuffle) and (Closure) from consideration and we apply some stan-
dard (rewriting) reasoning method. We proceed by showing that
the more liberal formulation is terminating and locally confluent.
Termination is easy to establish as each rule consumes at least
one event.
Next, we establish local confluence by observing all critical pairs.
In our setting, critical pairs include configurations (Q | U ) as well
as the the vector clock annotated events E obtained during rewrit-
ing. That is, we observe all situations where for (Q | U ) and a
single rewrite step we find (Q | U )
E1
==⇒ (Q1 | U1) and (Q |
U )
E2
==⇒ (Q2 | U2) for some E1, E2,Q1,Q2,U1,U2. We show that
all critical pairs are joinable by examining all rule combinations
that lead to a critical pair. In our setting, joinable means that we
find (Q1 | U1)
E′1
==⇒ (Q ′1 | U
′
1 ) and (Q2 | U2)
E′2
==⇒ (Q ′2 | U
′
2 ) where
vector clocks for events at the same program location in E1 ++E
′
1
and E2 ++E
′
2 are identical.
Aswe only consider unbuffered channels, rules (Send) and (Receive)
are not applicable. Hence, we only need to consider combinations
of rules (Signal/Wait), (Sync), (Receive-Closed), (Close) and (Default).
Rules (Receive-Closed), (Close) and (Default) only affect a spe-
cific run-time trace and the events in that trace. So, any combina-
tion of these rules that lead to a critical pair is clearly joinable.
Rules (Signal/Wait) and (Sync) affect two run-time traces. The
choice which two traces are affected is fixed. For each (synchro-
nous) sent that took there is exactly one matching receive and vice
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versa. This is guaranteed by our tracing scheme where we identify
send-receive pairs via the sender’s thread id and program counter.
The same applies to signal and wait. Hence, any critical pair that
involves any of these two rules is joinable.
We summarize. The more liberal rules are terminating and lo-
cally confluent. By Newmann’s Lemma we obtain confluence. Any
derivation with rules in Figure 3 can be expressed in terms of the
more liberal rules. Hence, the rules in Figure 3 are confluent. Con-
fluence implies deterministic trace replay. 
Recall Example 3.4 where the run-time trace records that (a)
thread 2 synchronizes with thread 3, and (b) thread 4 synchronizes
with thread 5. The actual schedule (if first (a) or (b)) is not mani-
fested in the trace. Indeed, if (a) or (b) first does not affect the vector
clock information obtained.
Proposition 3.9. Let p be a program consisting of unbuffered
channels only where for some instrumented program runwe find that
k is the number of thread-local run-time traces andm is the sum of
the length of all thread-local run-time traces. Then, vector clock an-
notated events can be computed in time O(k2 ∗m).
Proof. Proposition 3.8 guarantees that any order inwhich trace
replay rules are applied yields the same result and most impor-
tantly we never get stuck. Rules (Signal/Wait) and (Sync) need to
find two matching partners in two distinct traces. All other rules
only affect a single trace. Hence, each rewriting step requiresO(k2).
The number of possible combinations of two elements from a set
of size k . Each rewriting step reduces the size of at least one of the
thread-local traces. Hence, we must obtain the result inO(m) steps.
So, overall computation of E takes time O(k2 ∗m). 
The situation is different for buffered channels.
Example 3.10. Consider
[x := make(chan 1),
spawn [x ← 1, (1)
← x], (2)
x ← 1, (3)
← x] (4)
We assume that the send and receive in the helper thread execute
first. Here is the resulting trace.
[1♯[signal(2), pre(x!), post(1, 3,x!), pre(x?), post(1, 3,x?)],
2♯[wait(2), pre(x!), post(2, 1,x!), pre(x?), post(2, 1,x?)]]
For example, we obtain post(1, 3,x!) as thread 1’s program counter
is at position 3 after execution of the make and spawn statement.
The initial buffer is of the form [⊥[0,0]]. We infer different vec-
tor clocks depending which local trace we process first. If we start
with thread 1 we derive vector clock [2, 0] for location (1), [3, 0] for
location (2), [3, 2] for location (3) and [3, 3] for location (4). If we
start with thread 2, we obtain vector clock [2, 0] for location (3),
[3, 0] for location (4), [3, 2] for location (1) and [3, 3] for location
(2).
We conclude that replay is non-deterministic for buffered chan-
nels. A different schedule possibly implies a different vector clock
annotation.
Proposition 3.11. Letp be a program consisting of buffered chan-
nels where for some instrumented program run we find that k is the
number of thread-local run-time traces andm is the sum of the length
of all thread-local run-time traces. Then, we can enumerate all pos-
sible vector clock annotations in time O(k(2∗m)).
Proof. In each step there are O(k2) choices to consider that
might lead to a different result. We need a maximum ofO(m) steps.
Hence, exhaustive enumeration takes time O(k(2∗m)). 
In practice, we find rarely cases of an exponential number of
schedules. As we are in the offline setting, we argue that some ex-
tra cost is justifiable to obtain more details about the program’s
behavior.
We summarize. The vector clock annotated trace E contains a
wealth of information. In the upcoming section, we will discuss
some specific analysis scenarios where this information can be ex-
ploited. For certain scenarios, the complete trace E is often not nec-
essary and for vector clocks a more memory-saving representation
can be employed as well.
4 ANALYSIS SCENARIOS
We consider four scenarios.
MP Message contention.
SC Send on a closed channel.
DR Deadlock recovery.
AC Alternative communication partners for send/receive pairs.
MP is to identify performance bottlenecks. Thismethod can also
be used to carry out lock contention. SC spots a bug whereas DR
provides hints to a user how to recover from a deadlock. AC pro-
vides general information about the concurrent behavior ofmessage-
passing programs. Below, we describe howwe can implement each
scenario based on the vector clock information provided. Realistic
examples for each scenario will be discussed in Section 5.
4.1 Message Contention
We wish to check if there are competing send operations for a spe-
cific channel x . If we also take into account dangling events, we
simply consult E and count all events csini ♯x!
cs ′
i where for i , j
we have that pre vector clocks csi and csj are incomparable (the
events are concurrent). The same check applies to receive events.
To carry out the analysis efficiently it is unnecessary to con-
struct the entire set E. For each channel x , we only need to keep
track of concurrent sends/receives. For each concurrent operation,
instead of the full (pre) vector clock, we only record a pair of thread
id and the time stamp for that thread. We refer to this pair as an
epoch following [9].
Definition 4.1 (Send/Receive Epoch).
e ::= i♯n Epoch
es ::= [] | e : es
C ::= [] | x(es,es) : V Senders/Receivers
Notation es denotes a list of epochs. In the extreme case, es de-
notes the entire vector clock. For example, the channel’s initial
state corresponds to the vector clock at the declaration site. If es
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(C | E) =⇒ (C | E)
(Channel-Init) (C | i♯init(x)cs : E) =⇒ (x(cs,cs) : C | E)
(Receive-Multiple)
J = {i1, . . . , ik } ⊆ dom(es)maximal and non-empty such that ∀j ∈ J .cs[j] ≯ es[j]
(x(es,es
′) : C |cs i♯x?cs
′
: E) =⇒ (x([i ♯cs[i ],i1♯es[i1], ...,ik ♯es[ik ]],es
′) : C | E)
(Receive-Single)
cs > es
(x(es,es
′) : C |cs i♯x?cs
′
: E) =⇒ (x(i ♯cs[i ],es
′) : C | E)
(Send-Multiple)
J = {i1, . . . , ik } ⊆ dom(es) maximal and non-empty such that ∀j ∈ J .cs[j] ≯ es[j]
(x(es
′,es) : C |cs i♯x!cs
′
: E) =⇒ (x(es
′, [i ♯cs[i ],i1♯es[i1], ...,ik ♯es[ik ]]) : C | E)
(Send-Single)
cs > es
(x(es
′,es) : C |cs i♯x!cs
′
: E) =⇒ (x(es
′,i ♯cs[i ]) : C | E)
Figure 4: Send/Receive Epoch
covers all threads, we treat es as the sorted (according to thread ids)
list [1♯n1, . . . ,k♯nk ] and consider es as equivalent to [n1, . . . ,nk ].
Let es = [i1♯n1, . . . , ik ♯nk ]. We define dom(es) = {i1, . . . , ik }
and es[il ] = nl for il ∈ dom(es). We define cs > es if for all i ∈
dom(es)we have that cs[i] > es[i]. We define cs ≯ es if there exists
i ∈ dom(es) such that cs[i] ≯ es[i].
For convenience, we carry out the epoch optimization on the
annotated trace E instead of adjusting the rules in Figure 3. In prac-
tice, the epoch optimization can be integrated into the trace replay
rules. The epoch optimization rules in Figure 4 introduce a rewrite
relation among (C | E) where for brevity we omit auxiliary rules
to drop irrelevant events (close and default) and rearrange C suit-
ably. Rule (Channel-Init) deals with the initialization of a channel
and assumes that the declaration site is instrumented such that we
can obtain x’s initial vector clock. For this purpose, we assume an
event i♯init(x)cs .
Rule (Receive-Multiple) covers multiple concurrent receives. We
build the maximum number of receives that are concurrent to the
current event. Rule (Receive-Single) covers the case of a receive
that happens after all prior receives. The formulation for send events
is orthogonal to receives. See rules (Send-Multiple) and (Send-Single).
High message contention means that for x(es1,es2) there is high
number of elements in either es1 or es2.
4.2 Send on Closed
We wish to check if there is a schedule where a send operation
attempts to transmit to a closed channel. We assume that this bug
did not arise for the given program run. Hence, we use the vector
clock information to test for a send operation that either succeeds
or is concurrent to a close operation. In terms of E, we check for
events cs1i♯x!cs2 , j♯close(x)cs3 where either cs1 succeeds cs3 or cs1
and cs3 are incomparable.
The epoch optimization applies here as well. We maintain the
list of concurrent send operations as in case of message contention.
Instead of the list of receives, we only record the vector clock of
the close operation. Each timewe update the list of sends, we check
that none of the send epochs succeeds or is concurrent to the close.
As discussed in Section 3.7, the vector clock annotation obtained
for events may be non-deterministic. Hence, we may miss a send
on closed channel bug depending on the schedule. The advantage
of our method is to explore alternative schedules to reveal such
hidden bugs.
Example 4.2. Consider
[x := make(chan 1),
spawn [x ← 1,← x, close(x)],
x ← 1,← x]
We assume a program runwhere first themain thread executes and
then the other thread. This yields the following run-time trace.
[1♯[signal(2), pre(x!), post(1, 3,x!), pre(x?), post(1, 3,x?)],
2♯[wait(2), pre(x!), post(2, 1,x!), pre(x?), post(2, 1,x?), close(x)]]
In our approach, we can explore a different schedule by processing
thread 2 (after processing of signal/wait). Then, the close operation
appears to be concurrent to the send in the main thread.
4.3 Alternative Communications
We refer to amatch pair as a pair of vector clock annotated events
(e1, e2) where e1 is a sender and e2 is the matching receiver over a
common channel x . For an unbuffered (synchronous) channel, we
have that e1 =
cs1 i♯x!cs and e2 =
cs2 j♯x?cs . That is, their post vec-
tor clocks are synchronized. For a buffered channel, we have that
e1 =
cs1 i♯x!cs
′
1 and e2 =
cs2 j♯i?xcs
′
2 where cs ′2 = max(inc(j, cs),cs
′
1).
Match pairs can be directly computed during trace replay as
their underlying post events are uniquely connected via the sender’s
thread id and program counter. We assume k is the number of
thread-local run-time traces andm is the sum of the length of all
thread-local run-time traces. For each match pair we compute al-
ternative communications. For each sender, we count the number
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of concurrent receives and for each receiver the number of con-
current sends where for each candidate we test if the pre vector
clocks are incomparable. We assume the comparison test among
vector clocks takes constant time. That is, O(k) = O(1). For each
match pair, there can be at mostO(m) candidates. Hence, computa-
tions of alternative communications for a specific trace replay run
takes time O(m ∗m). Our experiments show that alternatives can
be computed efficiently as we can use the thread’s vector clock to
prune the search space for candidates.
Via a similar method, we can compute the number of alterna-
tives for each not selected case of a select statement. We refer to
this analysis scenario as ASC.
4.4 Deadlock Recovery
We consider the scenario where program execution results in a
deadlock. Via a similar method as described for alternative commu-
nications, we can search for potential partners for dangling events.
Example 4.3. Recall the example from the introduction.
[x := make(chan 0),
spawn [x ← 1], (1)
spawn [← x], (2)
x ← 1] (3)
We assume a deadlock because (1) synchronizes with (2). Based on
the pre vector clock information of the event resulting from (3),
we can feedback to the user that the deadlock could possibly be
resolved assuming (3) synchronizes with (1).
There are cases where no alternatives can be provided.
Example 4.4. Consider the classic example of a deadlock due to
reversed ‘lock’ order where we model a mutex via a buffered chan-
nel.
[x := make(chan 1),y := make(chan 1),
spawn [y ← 1,x ← 1,← x,← y],
x ← 1,y ← 1,← y,← x]
Our analysis reports that no alternatives exist.
The interpretation of analysis is left to the user. We believe the
information provided are highly useful in gaining further insights
into the (deadlock) bug.
5 EXPERIMENTS
We have a built a prototype in Go. A snapshot of our implemen-
tation including all examples used for experimentation can be ac-
cessed via
https://github.com/KaiSta/gopherlyzer-GoScout
Our implementation includes analysis methods and optimizations
discussed in the earlier sections. Experiments are conducted on a
Intel i7 6600U with 12GB RAM, SSD and Windows 10. The results
are shown in Figure 5.
5.1 Implementation
The toolchain, entirely implemented in Go, consists of three parts.
(1) Instrumentation. (2) Execution. (3) Analysis. In the first part, we
instrument the source code to emit pre and post events. Aswe need
to provide an additional argument for channels and channel oper-
ations, we need to access the channel’s type. For this purpose, we
make use of go-parser to update the AST by updating the channel’s
type to an anonymous struct that contains a field for the necessary
thread information and the original type of the channel as a value
field. The instrumentation follows the scheme outline in Figure 2.
Additionally the main function is instrumented to start and stop
the tracer. This is necessary to ensure that all occurred events are
written to the trace since Go programs terminate as soon as the
main thread exits. The tracer uses a separate thread that receives
the events through a buffered channel and writes them to the trace
which is necessary in case of a deadlock in the program. The sep-
arate thread will write all events stored in the channel buffer to
the trace before it waits for new messages which will trigger the
occurred deadlock with a small delay. After execution, we apply
the trace replay method described previously.
5.2 Examples
For experimentation, we use the following examples. They consist
of some real-world examples as well as our own examples to high-
light certain aspects of our approach.
pgzip. is a parallel gzip compression/decompression written in
Go. It splits the file in several blocks that are send through a buffered
channel where the worker threads can collect and compress them.
After compressing a block it is send through another channel to a
thread that collects the blocks to write them to a file. pgzip makes
typical use of synchronous and asynchronous channels to either
transfer data or to send signals to other threads like ‘abort’ by clos-
ing specific channels. We intend to test if the collection always has
to happen in a fixed order and for sends on closed channels due to
the way ‘aborts’ are implemented. For the test we compress a 8mb
file. (https://github.com/klauspost/pgzip)
htcat. performs parallel, pipelined executions of a single HTTP
‘GET’ to improve the download speed. It distributes the work to
multiple threads that perform a part of the download and collects
the finished blocks in a separate thread. It uses a different scheme
to recollect the blocks that we test with our analyses. For the test
a 8mb download was used. (https://github.com/htcat/htcat)
go-dsp/fft. is a digital signal processing package for Go where
we test the parallel FFT implementation. Due to the intensive use of
channels it produces huge traceswith amedium amount of alterna-
tive communications. For the test we used the unit tests delivered
with the package.(https://github.com/mjibson/go-dsp)
go-hashmap. is included in the Go programming language since
version 1.9. It is a thread safe alternative to the previous map im-
plementation. It is optimized for two uses cases where the first is
that keys are written once but read many times by different threads
and second for multiple threads that each work with their own key
without touching the keys of another thread. For all other use cases
it becomes too slow because of the lock contention that occurs.We
use our analyses to make this lock contention visible. For this we
use 3 writer and two reader threads that work on the same 100
keys.(https://golang.org/src/sync/map.go)
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newsreader. is a artificial example for a program that runs into
a deadlock with detectable alternative communications that indi-
cate that the deadlock might not be the only possible outcome of
running this program.
cyclic. contains a cyclic dependency for the messages that are
send between the threads. Hence it runs into a deadlock which is
unavoidable and therefore our analysis will not report any alterna-
tive communications.
5.3 Tracing Overhead
The tracing overhead is between 2 and 41%. The two real world pro-
grams pgzip and htcat have the lowest overhead since they spend
most of their time with reading and writing files. go-dsp/fft and
the go hashmap have both an overhead of around 40% because of
their intensive use of channels and/or locks.
5.4 Message and Lock Contention
Our analyses shows for the concurrent hashmap over 13000 mes-
sage contention situations that can only occur for the included
locks that allow a single thread to make a safe read or write. This
shows that nearly every access needs to use the slow path using
locks to complete its tasks which results in a huge slowdown.
5.5 Alternative Communications
The pgzip and htcat examples use worker threads that collect the
completed blocks and put them together. They must make sure
that the blocks are collected in a specific order to be able to put
them back together. It would have been an error to see alternative
communications for those specific receives that collect the blocks.
In both cases the important receives can always only receive from
a single thread at a time and therefore will always put the data
back together in the right order.
5.6 Send on Closed
All tested real world examples that use the close operations are
not prone to this kind of error in the current state. This is mostly
because of their use of a separate channel that is never used except
for closing it to signal another thread. For our set of real world
examples only pgzip closes a channel that was previously used to
send and receive data.
5.7 Deadlock Recovery
For the cyclic dependency we used the standard double lock exam-
ple where two threads lock two different locks in different orders.
As our analysis shows their are no alternative matching partners
but 2 cases of message contention since both threads are concur-
rent alternatives for each locking operation. The newsreader ex-
ample on the other hand has 10 alternative matching partners and
4 cases of message contention during the run. These show that the
first call to collect the news consumes both messages since it has
all the possible alternatives while the second call is stuck.
5.8 Results
The behavior of our test cases is largely independent of the sched-
ule chosen. Therefore, results are reported for a specific schedule
(vector clock annotation). For each example, we accumulate the
number of alternatives found. The information that four alterna-
tive communications (AC) were found means that we either de-
tected four alternatives for a single communication pair or for two
communication pairs each two alternative communications for ex-
ample. The same is true for MP and ASC. SC counts the sends that
might occur on a closed channels and DR if it is a analysis on
a deadlocked program. For the additional field ASC (Alternative
Select Case) each communication pair where one communication
partner is a select, we count the amount of alternative select cases
available.
6 RELATED WORK
Verification of Go programs. There are several recent works
that consider the static verification of Go programs. Work by Ng
and Yoshida [26] and our own prior work in collaboration with
Thiemann [32] considers deadlock detection. In addition to safety
properties such as deadlocks, the work by Lange, Ng, Toninho and
Yoshida [21] also considers liveness properties. Recent work by
Lange, Ng, Toninho and Yoshida [22] employs behavioral types to
capture an even richer set of liveness and safety properties. A com-
mon issue with static analysis is scalability. Experiments reported
in [22] only cover programs with a small portion of the program
related to concurrency.
Dynamic analysis are more likely to scale to real-world pro-
grams. In the Go context, we are only aware of two works that
support the dynamic analysis of concurrent Go. The Go program-
ming language includes a dynamic data race detection tool [13] but
does not offer any form of analysis for message-passing like we dis-
cuss here. Our own work [33] introduces a trace-based method to
observe the run-time behavior of (synchronous) message-passing
Go programs. In this work, we include the proper treatment of
buffered channels and close operations. We introduce the idea of
pre vector clocks and consider several analysis scenarios includ-
ing the epoch optimization. A further significant difference to the
present work is that in [33] we derive a dependency graph to cap-
ture the happens-before relation among events. The dependency
graph appears to be less efficient and precise compared to vector
clocks.
Actormodel [1].The actormodel supports amore restricted form
of message-passing where channels are associated to actors (mail-
boxes). Hence, there can be multiple senders but only a single re-
ceiver. The work summarized in [5] discusses a series of tools for
Erlang [3] to monitor properties specified in a dynamic logic. Fur-
ther works in the actor setting consider systematic testingmethods
such that (unit) tests catch a bug. For example, see [2, 6, 34]. Our
focus is to examine in detail a specific execution run for which we
provide several analysis scenarios.
Message-passing interface (MPI) [11]. MPI supports an asyn-
chronous form of receive. This leads to issues when using vector
clocks (happens-before relation). See [35, 36] for an in-depth dis-
cussion. In Go, receive must either synchronize via a sender or via
a buffer. Hence, the use of vector clocks poses no problem.
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Program LOC Trace Size Time AC MP ASC SC DR
pgzip 1201 468 37ms 1386 0 55 0
htcat 728 4263 186ms 2034 86 21 0
go-dsp/fft 843 99087 516.8sec 8458 2558 0 0
go-hashmap 421 19363 9713ms 1443130 13039 0 0
newsreader 27 28 3ms 10 4 0 0 true
cyclic 25 10 4ms 0 2 0 0 true
Figure 5: Test Results
Message-passing a la CSP [14]. The work by Fidge [7] and Mat-
tern [23] shows how to compute vector clocks in the message-
passing setting. Besides vector clocks for post (committed) events,
we introduce the idea of vector clocks for pre events (possibly can
commit) and give a precise treatment of buffered channels. Both
extensions can lead to improved analysis results.
Netzer [24, 25] traces the event order at run-time via Fidge-style
vector clocks in the context of message-passing. However, it is un-
clear if his system is able to support multiple channels of different
kinds (synchronous/asynchronous) as supported in our approach.
Ronsse and co-workers [28, 29] uses a two-level tracing approach.
First, the program is instrumented to trace synchronization points
based on thread-local timestamps. Based on this trace information,
the program is then instrumented such that the previous trace can
be recreated during execution. During this (replay) execution run,
vector clocks are used to infer the order among events. The ap-
proach we propose is more flexible in that based on a single trace,
alternative schedules (vector clock annotations) can be derived.
Thus, we can identify problems that might not be obvious based
on the actual program run.
Run-time tracing.Wemake use of a fully automatic light-weight
instrumentation and tracing scheme derived from our own prior
work [33]. Earlier work uses frameworks [18] that instrument at
the byte-code level or require to adapt the run-time. Unlike the
work of Bhansali and others [4], we do not include time stamp
information during tracing.
Weakening happens-before and predictive analysis. A well-
known issue with vector clocks is that the happens-before relation
obtained is tied to a specific execution run (trace). Hence, we might
miss a bug in our program that would become obvious assuming
an alternative schedule, i.e. suitable reordering of the trace.
In the context of shared memory, there are works that weaken
the happens-before relation [19, 31], pursue alternative schedules
in parallel [30], consider all possible reorderings [16] and take into
account source code information [37]. An issue in the shared mem-
ory setting is tomaintain thewrite-read dependency among shared
variables to avoid false positives. If due to rescheduling a different
value could be read, the analysis is non-predictive as such a pro-
gram run may never be possible. For example, the work by Huang,
Luo and Rosu [15] traces values to guarantee that write-read de-
pendencies are respected.
We employ the sender’s thread id and program counter to estab-
lish a unique connection between sender and receiver. This guar-
antees predictability of our analysis. The tracing overhead is fairly
low as supported by our experimental results. Any vector clock
annotation obtained via trace replay corresponds to a valid sched-
ule. Hence, we can avoid the bias towards a specific execution run
(trace) by employing thread-local traces. We can explore alterna-
tive schedules by enumerating all possible schedules/vector clock
annotations during trace replay.
In the MPI setting, the works [10, 17] use model checking ideas
to predict devious schedules based on a single trace. As mentioned
above, some variant of MPI’s receive operation differs from Go.
Furthermore, MPI demands that each send is directed to a specific
thread only. This certainly makes the MPI problem more feasible
as the search space for possible schedules is reduced.
7 CONCLUSION
Weemploy a two-phasemethod for the dynamic analysis ofmessage-
passing Go programs. The first phase, instrumentation and trac-
ing, has a fairly low run-time overhead which is supported by our
experiments. The second phase analyzes the recorded traces and
recovers vector clock information. The analysis phase can be tai-
lored to find bugs and identify performance bottlenecks. A key fea-
ture of our approach is the use of thread-local traces. Thus, we can
observe behavior that might result from alternative schedule. In
future work, we plan to investigate further heuristics to detect de-
vious schedules and additional user scenarios to exploit the infor-
mation inferred.
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A TRACE REPLAY FOR BUFFERED
CHANNELS
We consider the issue of identifying alternative schedules. Exam-
ple 3.10 suggests that a possible candidate for an alternative sched-
ule arises if rule (Send) is applicable on two different thread-local
traces that share the same channel. We ask the question, is this
a sufficient condition to identify some alternative schedule? The
answer is no as shown by the following example.
Example A.1. Consider
[x := make(chan 2),
spawn [x ← 1], (1)
spawn [x ← 1], (2)
← x, (3)
← x] (4)
where we assume a program run where send at location (1) is ex-
ecuted first, then the receive at location (3) proceeds, followed by
the send at location (2). Finally, the receive at location (4) is exe-
cuted. Here is the resulting run-time trace.
[1♯[signal(2), signal(3), pre(x?), post(2, 1,x?), pre(x?), post(3, 1,x?)],
2♯[wait(2), pre(x!), post(2, 1,x!)],
3♯[wait(3), pre(x!), post(3, 1,x!)]]
Trace replay rule (Send) could be applied on the event resulting
from location (1) or on the event resulting from location (2).
Suppose, we first process the event from location (2). Next, we
process the event from location (3). This leads to the buffer
[post(3, 1, x!)[0,0,2], post(2, 1,x!)[0,2,0]]
At this pointwe are stuck!We cannot proceed, i.e. apply rule (Receive),
as the send events are buffered in the wrong order. If we switch the
order and first process the event from location (2), this then leads
to successful trace replay run. We conclude that there are no alter-
native schedules for this program run.
Canwe somehow discard the first choice? The receive connected
to event post(3, 1,x!) from location (3) happens later compared to
the receive connected to event post(2, 1,x!) from location (2). This
can easily be derived from the trace position of each receive. Dur-
ing trace replay we ensure that if there are two competing send
events, i.e. their receives are from the same thread, we favor the
send with the earlier receive.
The trace position of the corresponding send can be computed
inO(m∗m). There is a unique connection among send-receive pairs.
For each send event post(i, j, x!) we can identify its corresponding
receive event post(i, j, x?) via the sender’s thread id i and the pro-
gram counter j. There are O(m) candidates and for each candidate
there areO(m) potential receive partners to consider. We annotate
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each send with the thread id and the trace position in the trace of
that thread of its receiver partner. Suppose post(i, j,x?) is found in
trace with the id l at position k . Then, we write post(i, j,x!)(l,k).
We assume recorded send events carry the additional annotation.
Definition A.2 (Replay Strategy). Whenever we apply rule (Send)
on post(i, j,x!)(l,k) we ensure that there is no competing send post(i ′, j ′,x!)(l
′,k′)
where l = l and k ′ < k ′.
Proposition A.3. Any vector clock annotation derived via some
exhaustive trace replay run can also be derived via the replay strategy
specified in Definition A.2.
Proof. Consider some exhaustive trace replay run. Events for
a particular thread are recorded in the order as they are executed.
Consider a specific trace where there are two consecutive receive
events on the same channel. The earlier receive event will be pro-
cessed first. As receives events are uniquely connected to their cor-
responding send events, this implies that the send event of the ear-
lier receive must be processed before the send event of the later re-
ceive. This immediately holds for unbuffered channels. For buffered
channels, the statement holds because bufferedmessages are queued.
We conclude that the condition imposed by the replay strategy in
Definition A.2 do not affect any exhaustive trace replay run. 
We come back to the above question. Under the trace replay
strategy in Definition A.2, if rule (Send) is applicable on two dif-
ferent thread-local traces that share the same channel, does this
imply that there is some alternative schedule? The answer is still
no as the next example shows.
Example A.4. Consider
[x := make(chan 1),
y := make(chan 1),
spawn [x ← 1, (1)
y ← 1], (2)
spawn[← x], (3)
spawn[x ← 1], (4)
← y, (5)
← x] (6)
We assume communications are as follows: (1) with (3), (2) with
(5) and (4) with (6). Here is the resulting trace where assume that
signal/trace events have already been processed. Main thread has
the id 1. Helper threads are given increasing numbers from top to
bottom starting with the id 2.
[1♯[pre(y?), post(2, 2,y?), pre(x?), post(4, 1,x?)],
2♯[pre(x!), post(2, 1,x!), pre(y!), post(2, 2,y!)],
3♯[pre(x?), post(2, 1,x?)],
4♯[pre(x!), post(4, 1,x!)]]
We are free to choose any order among trace replay rules as
long aswe respect Definition A.2.We could either apply rule (Send)
on thread 2 or on thread 4. Both choices are possible as the corre-
sponding receive events are in distinct threads. We choose to apply
(Send) on thread 4 first. This leads to the following trace.
[1♯[pre(y?), post(2, 2,y?), pre(x?), post(4, 1,x?)],
2♯[pre(x!), post(2, 1,x!), pre(y!), post(2, 2,y!)],
3♯[pre(x?), post(2, 1,x?)],
4♯[]]
The buffer of channely is empty and x’s buffer consists of [post(4, 1,x!)].
For brevity, we ignore vector clock annotations. At this point we
are stuck. No further trace replay rules are applicable and we still
have unprocessed post events. If we apply rule (Send) first on thread 2,
this leads to a successful (exhaustive) trace replay run. For brevity
we omit the details.
We conclude. Application of rule (Send) on two different thread-
local traces that share the same channel is a necessary but not suf-
ficient criteria to identify some alternative schedule. For trace re-
play (in case of buffered channels) this means that we might need
to backtrack. At this point, we do not know of a strategy that helps
us to eliminate all choices that lead to a stuck state. Recall, stuck
means that no further trace replay rules are applicable but the trace
contains some unprocessed post events.
We might be tempted to interpret a stuck state as a deadlocking
situation. However, this is not necessarily the case as the following
example shows.
ExampleA.5. Consider the following programwhere we useGo-
style syntax.
x := make(chan 1)
y := make(chan 1)
go { x <- 1 (1)
y <- 1 (2)
}
go { z:= <-x (3)
if z == 2 {
<-x (4)
x <- 1 (5)
}
}
go { x <- 2 } (6)
<-y (7)
<-x (8)
The program is deadlock-free as the following observation shows.
Suppose (1) executes first. We cannot proceedwith (6) as the buffer
space is occupied. Then, (3) executes. As the value received is 1, (4)
and (5) do not apply for this program run.We find that (3) executes,
then (7). Finally, (4) executes followed by (8).
Suppose (6) executes first. Then, (1) is blocked. We execute (3).
The value received is 2, hence, (4) and (5) become relevant. The
buffer space is empty. Hence, we execute (1) followed by (4) and
(5). We execute (2) followed by (7). Finally, we execute (8).
We consider a program run where (1) executes first. The result-
ing trace is as follows. As usual, themain thread has id 1. The other
threads are given increasing numbers from top to bottom starting
with id 2. We ignore the program counter (by using the don’t care
value _) as the concrete values do not matter here.
[1♯[pre(y?), post(2, _,y?), pre(x?), post(4, _, x?)],
2♯[pre(x!), post(2, _, x!), pre(y!), post(2, _,y!)],
3♯[pre(x?), post(2, _, x?)],
4♯[pre(x!), post(4, _, x!)]]
We consider trace replay. We could either apply rule (Send) on
thread 2 or on thread 4. Suppose we choose thread 4 which leads
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to the following trace.
[1♯[pre(y?), post(2, _,y?), pre(x?), post(4, _, x?)],
2♯[pre(x!), post(2, _,x!), pre(y!), post(2, _,y!)],
3♯[pre(x?), post(2, _,x?)],
4♯[]]
The buffer ofy is empty and x’s buffer consists of [post(4, _,x!)]. At
this pointwe are stuck.We can not apply rule (Send) on thread 2 be-
cause the buffer space is occupied. We can not apply rule (Receive)
on thread 3 because the element in x’s buffer is not the proper part-
ner.
As observed above, the program is deadlock-free. This shows
that being stuck is not a sufficient condition to conclude that that
there is a deadlock.
Here comes some good news. For certain stuck situations we
can identify a deadlocking situation.
DefinitionA.6. Weconsider a stuck state during trace replay.We
say that this state is completely stuck iff for any post receive event
in leading position in some trace, the buffer space of the respective
channel is empty.
Note that completely stuck implies if there is some post send
event in leading position, the buffer space of the respective channel
is fully occupied.
Proposition A.7. Completely stuck implies that there is a pro-
gram run that leads to a deadlock.
Proof. Trace replay rulesmimic operational semantic rules where
we assume a fixed connection among send-receive pairs. So, any se-
quence of trace replay rule steps corresponds to an actual program
run. Consider the completely stuck state. No further rules are ap-
plicable. There are no alternative matchings among send-receive
pairs available to leave this (stuck) state. Hence, we have reached
a deadlocking situation. 
Example A.8. Consider the following program.
x := make(chan 1)
y := make(chan 1)
go { x <- 1 (1)
y <- 1 (2)
y <- 1 (3)
}
go { x <- 1 (4)
}
go { <-y (5)
<-x (6)
}
<-y (7)
<-x (8)
We consider a program run where (1) communicates with (6), (2)
with (5), (3) with (7) and (4) with (8). The resulting trace is as fol-
lows.
[1♯[pre(y?), post(2, _,y?), pre(x?), post(3, _,x?)],
2♯[pre(x!), post(2, _,x!), pre(y!), post(2, _,y!), pre(y!), post(2, _,y!)],
3♯[pre(x!), post(3, _,x!)],
4♯[pre(y?), post(2, _,y?), pre(x?), post(2, _,x?)]]
Now, consider trace replaywherewe apply rule (Send) on thread
3. This leads to
[1♯[pre(y?), post(2, _,y?), pre(x?), post(3, _, x?)],
2♯[pre(x!), post(2, _,x!), pre(y!), post(2, _,y!), pre(y!), post(2, _,y!)],
3♯[],
4♯[pre(y?), post(2, _,y?), pre(x?), post(2, _, x?)]]
where y’s buffer space is empty and x’s buffer space consists of
[post(3, _,x!)]. We are completely stuck. Indeed, the program run
implied by trace replay results in a deadlock.
B ALTERNATIVE TRACING SCHEMES
Suppose we only trace the sender’s thread id (but not the program
counter). We write post(i |x?) to denote a committed receive oper-
ation where the value is obtained from thread i . For committed
sends, we simply write post(x!).
Example B.1. Consider
[x := make(chan 0), (1)
spawn [← x], (2)
spawn [← x], (3)
x ← 2,x ← 3]
We assume a specific program run where the receive in thread 2
obtains the value 2 and the other receive obtains the value 3. Here
is the resulting trace.
[1♯[signal(2), signal(3), pre(x!), post(x!), pre(x!), post(x!)],
2♯[wait(2), pre(x?), post(1|x?)],
3♯[wait(3), pre(x?), post(1|x?)]
After two consecutive applications of rule (Signal/Wait), we reach
the trace.
[1♯[pre(x!), post(x!), pre(x!), post(x!)],
2♯[pre(x?), post(1|x?)],
3♯[pre(x?), post(1|x?)]
There are two possibleways to synchronize. Either involving thread
1 and 2 or thread 1 and 3. The second option leads to a non-predictable
program run as we assume the first send is received by thread 2.
In the extreme case, we could ignore any connections between
send-receive pairs. This yields a tracing scheme with very low run-
time overhead. The consequence is that the analysis is no longer
predictive and false positives may arise. Below we consider an ex-
ample where the analysis suggests there is a deadlock where there
is in reality none.
Example B.2. Consider following the program in Go-style syn-
tax.
x := make(chan 0) (Thread 1)
z := make(chan 0)
go { x <- 1 } (Thread 2)
go { x <- 2 (Thread 3)
z <- 1 }
y := <-x
if y == 2 {
<-z
<-x
} else {
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<-x
<-z
}
We consider a program run for which y holds the value 2. That
means, thread 3 transmits the value 2 first.
Here is the (abbreviated) list of run-time traces. We only record
post events. Recall that no links between send-receive pairs are
recorded.
[1♯[x?, z?,x?],
2♯[x!],
3♯[x!, z!]]
Trace replay may get stuck here. First example, if we first process
thread 2 and then thread 2.
[1♯[z?,x?],
2♯[],
3♯[x!, z!]]
We might be tempted to interpret being stuck as the program con-
tains a deadlock. This is not the case! The program is deadlock-free.
The issue is that the trace replay chosen does not correspond to any
actual program run.
C COMPARISON TO [33]
C.1 Dependency Graph Construction
We repeat the details of the dependency graph construction.We fol-
low the notation used in [33]. Each pre is followed by a post event.
This allows for a more uniform construction of the dependency
graph and the analysis that is carried out on the graph. Adding a
dummy post event to each dangling pre event can be achieved via
a simple scan through the list of traces. For example,
[1♯T1 ++[pre([x?])], . . . ,n♯Tn]
is transformed into
[1♯T1 ++[pre([x?]), post(n1♯post(x?))], . . . ,n♯Tn ,n+1♯[pre([x!]), post(x!)]]
We assume that this transformation is applied until there are no
dangling pre events left.
We further assume that all post events are annotated with the
program location of the preceding send/receive operation. For ex-
ample, post((x!)4) denotes a post event connected to a send via
channel x at program location 4. For dummy post events added,
we assume some dummy program locations.
Definition C.1 (Construction of Dependency Graph). The depen-
dency graph is a directed graph G = (N ,V ) where N denotes
the set of nodes and E denotes the set of (directed) edges, repre-
sented as pairs of nodes. Nodes correspond to post events (anno-
tated with program locations). We obtain the dependency graph
from the transformed list [1♯T1, . . . ,n♯Tn] of traces as follows. We
write δ to denote x!, x?, close(x) and select. This characterizes all
possibles shapes of post events (ignoring program locations).
N = {(δ )l | ∃i .Ti = [. . . , post((δ )l ), . . . ]}
∪ {close(x) | ∃i, l .Ti = [. . . , post((close(x))l ), . . . ]}
E = {((δ )l , (δ
′)l ′) |
∃i .Ti = [. . . , pre(. . . ), post((δ )l ), pre(. . . ), post((δ
′)l ′), . . . ]} (1)
∪ {((x!)l , (x?)l ′) |
∃i, j .Ti = [. . . , pre(. . . ), post((x!)l ), . . . ]
Tj = [. . . , pre(. . . ), post((i♯x?)l ), . . . ]} (2)
∪ {(close(x), (x?)l ) |
∃i .Ti = [. . . , pre(. . . ), post((0♯x?)l ), . . . ]} (3)
Each post event is turned into a node. Recall that all dangling pre
events in the initial list of traces are provided with a dummy post
event. For all close operations on some channel x , we generate a
node that does not reference the program location. The reason will
be explained shortly. For each trace, pre/post events take place in
sequence. Hence, there is an edge from each to node the following
(as in the program text) node. See (1). For each send/receive syn-
chronization we find another edge. See (2). We consider the last
case (3).
A receive can also synchronize due to a closed channel. This is
easy to spot as the thread id number attached to the post event is
the dummy value 0. To identify the responsible close operation we
would require a replay. We avoid this extra cost and overapprox-
imate by simply drawing an edge from node close(x) to to (x?)l .
Node close(x) is the representative for one of the close operations
in the program text.
To check if one event happens-before another event we seek for
a path from one event to the other. Two events are concurrent if
neither happens-before the other. To check for alternative commu-
nications, we check formatching nodes that are concurrent to each
other. By matching we mean that one of the nodes is a send and
the other is a receive over the same channel.
C.2 Limitations
For the detection of alternative communications, the dependency
graph is either too optimistic or pessimistic, depending if we ig-
nore or include inter-thread connections. For intra-thread depen-
dencies, the dependency graph turns out to be too optimistic. We
explain the above points via some examples.
Consider the following program.
[x := make(chan 0), (1)
spawn [x ← 1], (2)
spawn [← x], (3)
spawn [← x, x ← 1]] (4)
In the above, we omit explicit program locations. We assume that
the send operation in thread 2 is connected to location 2 and so
forth. In case of thread 4, the receive operation is connected to
location 4 and the send operation connected to location 4’.
We consider a program run where thread 2 synchronizes with
thread 4 and then thread 3 synchronizes with thread 4. This leads to
the following trace. As for the earlier example, we ignore signal(·)
and wait(·) events.
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[1♯[],
2♯[pre(x!), post((x!)2)],
3♯[pre(x?), post(4♯(x?)3)],
4♯[pre(x?), post(2♯(x?)4), pre(x!), post((x!)4′)]]
We derive the following dependency graph.
x!|2 x?|4 x?|3x!|4’
It seems that there are no alternative communications. Matching
events x!|2 and x?|3 are not concurrent because x?|3 is reachable
from x!|2. On the other hand, based on the trace (replay), it follows
immediately that x!|2 and x?|3 represent some alternative commu-
nication. Hence, the graph representation is too pessimistic here.
Could we adjust the dependency graph by ignoring inter-thread
dependencies? In terms of the graph construction, seeDefinitionC.1,
we ignore edges
{((δ )l , (δ
′)l ′) |
∃i .Li = [. . . , pre(. . . ), post((δ )l ), pre(. . . ), post((δ
′)l ′), . . . ]}
For the above example, this removes the edge from x?|4 tox!|4′ and
then x!|2 and x?|3 are concurrent to each other. Unfortunately, the
thus adjusted dependency graph may be overly optimistic.
Consider
[x := make(chan 0), (1)
spawn [x ← 1, x ← 1], (2)
spawn [← x], (3)
spawn [← x, x ← 1,← x]] (4)
As before, we omit explicit program locations. In case of thread 4,
the sequence of receive, send and receive operations is (implicitly)
labeled with locations 4, 4’ and 4”. In thread 2, the first send is
labeled with location 2 and the second second with location 2’.
We consider a program run where thread 2 synchronizes with
thread 4. Thread 4 synchronizes with thread 3 and finally thread
2 synchronizes with thread 4. Below is the resulting trace and the
dependency graph derived from the trace.
[1♯[],
2♯[pre(x!), post((x!)2), pre(x!), post((x!)2′)],
3♯[pre(x?), post(4♯(x?)3)],
4♯[pre(x?), post(2♯(x?)4), pre(x!), post((x!)4′), pre(x?), post(2♯(x?)4′′)]]
x!|2
x!|2’
x?|4
x?|4’’
x?|3x!|4’
Dashed edges represent inter-thread dependencies. Assuming
we ignore inter-thread dependencies, matching events x!|2 and
x?|3 are concurrent to each other as neither node can be reached
from the other node. This is correct and consistent with the trace
replay method. However, we also identify x!|2 and x?|4′′ as con-
current to each other. This is too optimistic. There is no schedule
where x!|2 and x?|4′′ can be concurrent to each other.
Besides inter-thread dependencies, wemay also encounter intra-
thread dependencies. Consider the following program.
[x := make(chan 0), (1)
spawn [x ← 1], (2)
spawn [← x, (3)
spawn [x ← 1], (4)
spawn [← (x)]]] (5)
Within thread 3, we create thread 4 and 5. Thread 4 and 5 will
only become active once the receive operation in thread 3 synchro-
nizes with the send operation in thread 2. Our trace replay method
takes care of this intra-thread dependency via signal(·) and wait(·)
events. In our construction of the dependency graph, we ignore
such events and therefore the dependency graph is too optimistic.
Based on the dependency graph, not shown here, we would derive
(wrongly) derive that receive operation in thread 5 is an alternative
communication partner for the send operation in thread 2.
Another limitation is that the tracing scheme in [33] only records
the sender’s thread id (and not the program counter as well). As ob-
served inAppendix B. This implies that the analysis is non-predictive.
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